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Dr. Jane Swart, dean of the
College of Nursing and Health
died this weekend after a battle
with an undisclosed illness. She
was 62 years old and had been on
sick leave since May.
"Dean Swart's death is a tremendous loss fjr our university
and for the nursing profession,"
said President Kim Goldenberg.
"She was the consummate professional in every sense of the
word. Her leadership, her conccrn for her faculty, staff and
students, and her quiet strength
will be missed."
Swart was a native of
Jamestown, NY and was appointee dean and professor of
the CONH in 1990. She was key
to the development of the state
legislated pilot project: Advanced Practice Nursing Center
for Health and Wellbcing. In

1994, she was named a fellow of
the American Academy of Nursing.
A mass and memorial service
will be held for Swart on Nov. 10
at 11 a.m. at St. Luke's Catholic
Church, 1440 N. Fairfield Rd.
Swart's family has asked that no
flowers be sent to the church or
the home. A scholarship will be
established in Swart's name, and
in lieu of flowers, money can be
donated to the scholarship fund
and sent to the CONH office. For
more information contact the
CONH office at (937) 775-3131.
"The faculty of the college,
the faculty of the university and
the students thai Dean Swart
taught, will miss her leadership,"
said Provost Perry Moore. "Jane
was a fellow dean for nearly eight
years and I saw her commitment
to her college and to the community. As hercolleague and friend,
1 will miss her presence at Wright
State."

Steele Dr. in Dayton, late morning on July 2 of this year.
The license ,)late, observed
Sociology Professor and In- by a witness, was matched to
structional Research Specialist Guild's vehicle and his photo
Beniamin Guild was recently was later identified, according
charged with two counts of in- to Flanders.
Guild was issued a summons
decent exposure after an occurrence in July, according to Ser- in lieu of physical arrest. Indegeant Tom Flanders of the Day- cent exposure is a fourth degree
misdemeanor with a maximum
ton City Police Department.
Guild was unavailable to penalty of 30 days in jail per
comment on the matter which count and afineup to $250 per
occurred in the 700 block of count.
By AMY PRYOR
Editor in Chief

Midnight Madness
raids Nutter Center

I
Photos by Mark Movwrey
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Charges made on
WSU professor

Left: Forward Kevin Melson
the fans with an emphatic dunk.
Right: Freshman point guard Marcus
May gets the offense going during
the scrimmage.
Center: Onome Scott-Emuakpor
looks to drive.
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HUD receives state grant SOPP and UD
By Katharine L. Gutwein
News Writer
Wright Slate University will he
taking part in a project to revitalize
Dayton neighborhoods due to a
$399,963 grantfromthe US. Department of I lousing and llrtxin IX'velopment
The grant is pan of HUD's Community Outreach PartnersliipCenter's
program to help universities work with
the community to address various concerns and issues.
WSU's grant was one of only 18
distributed nationwide and the only
one given to a school in Ohio.
The money will be used to assist in
the $ 1.6 million needed for programs
run by the Dayton Community Outreach Partnership which aids the Old
Dayton View, Southern Dayton. Wolf

Creek and t win Towers/Newcomb
Plain neighborhoods.
"HUD sees universities as an important part of helping torebuildcommunities.'1 he idea is that once a school
is involved in the area it will stay
involved," saidJackDustin.dircctorof
WSU's Center foi Urban and Public
AfTairs.
Acconting to Dustin. the grant covers a three year period and will involve
300-400 WSU students, faculty, and
staff.
"What we are doing Ls creating a
positive partnership between the college and community. Faculty can apply the knowledge they have to community issues, students have the opportunity to get involved in the city and
apply what they're learning, and residents can get help in solving problems
andcontinuingeducation,"said Dustin.

DC'OP programs are designed to
cultivate self-sufficiency as tlx' uni versity works with the community, not for
them. Projects will include education
advocacy to monitor students progress
and to train tutors, health resource
awareness, and financial assessment
to help local businesses.
"We sat down withresidentsand
discussed what the neighborhoods
needed. Wehavedevclopcd 13 projects
with 12 community partners that we
hope will continue after three years as
the community sees how to better address their needs," said Dustin.
"HUD feels that this Ls something
worth investing in and other government agencies are looking at starting
similar programs. This Ls a wonderful
opportunity for WSU and the neighborhoods will benefit" said Dustin.

Campus Calendar
Wednesday, Oct. 21
• Zuhr Prayer sponsored by
Muslim Students at 1:45 p.m.
in W01SD Student Union.
Noon Prayer sponsored by
Campus Crusade fo r Christ at
12 p.m. in 321 Allyn Hall.
• "A Life-Study of the book
of Hebrews" a bible study sponsored by Life and Truth at 12
p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• WWSU general meeting at
4 p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• A Piece Of My Heart, a
WSU Theatre presentation will
be performed at 7 p.m. in the
Festival Playhouse of the CAC.
• Wright Outdoors Etc.
meeting at 7 p.m. in W169C
Student Union.
• Billiards sponsored by
UAB at 7 p.m. in the Student
Union Billiards Room.
• The movie My Besi Friends
Wedding , sponsored by UAB,
at 7 p.m. in the Ratheskeller.
Thursday, Oct. 22
• Prayer at the Pole sponsored by Campus Crusade for
Christ at 8:45 a.m. at the Allyn
Hall flag pole.
• Zuhr Prayer sponsored by
Muslim Students at 1:45 p.m.
in W015D Student Union.
• Resjdent Community Association meeting from 3:30
p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• Association for Women's
Equality meeting at 4 p.m. in
060 Rike Hall.
• Bible Study sponsored by
Campus Bible Fellowship at 7
p.m. in 162 Rike Hall.
• Poetry Slam sponsored by

UAB at 7 p.m. in the
Ratheskellar.
• A Piece Of My Heart, a
WSU Theatre presentation will
be performed at 8 p.m. in the
Festival Playhouse of the CAC.
• Campus Crusade for Christ
Primetime meeting at 7:30 p.m.
in E163 Student Union
Friday, Oct. 23
• Noon Prayer sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ at
12 p.m. in 321 Allyn Hall.
• Zuhr Prayer sponsored by
Muslim Students at 2 p.m. in
W015D Student Union.
• Bible Study sponsored by
Campus Bible Fellowship at 12
p.m. and 1 p.m. in 151 Millett
Hall.
• Student Government meeting at 5 p.m. in E157 Student
Union.
• A Piece Of My Heart, a
WSU Theatre presentation will
be performed at 8 p.m. in the
Festival Playhouse of the CAC.
• "Review of I&2 Samuel"
a bible study sponsored by Life
and Truth at 7 p.m. in E156B of
the Student Union.
Saturday, Oct. 24
• A Piece Of My Heart, a
WSU Theatre presentation will
be performed at 3 p.m. in the
Festival Playhouse of the CAC.
Sunday, Oct. 25
• A Piece Of My Heart, a
WSU Theatre presentation will
be performed at 3 p.m. in the
Festival Playhouse of the CAC.
Monday, Oct. 26
• Zuhr Prayer sponsored by
Muslim Students at 1:45 p.m.
in W015D Student Union.

• Noon Prayer sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ at
12 p.m. in 321 Allyn Hall.
• Mob Mondays at 7 p.m. in
the Rathskellar.
• Golden Key National
Honor Society General meeting at 1 p.m. in E157B.
Tuesday, Oct. 27
• Prayer at the Pole sponsored by Campus Crusade for
Christ at 8:45 a.m. at the Allyn
Hall flag pole.
• Free meditation sponsored
by the Sahaj Y'»ga Club from
8:30-9:30 p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• Zuhr Prayer sponsored by
Muslim Students at 1:45 p.m.
in W015D Student Union.
• Minority Association of
Pre-Health Students (M. A.P.S.)
meeting at 6:30 p.m. in 171
Fred White Health Center.
Wednesday, Oct. 28
• Zuhr Prayer sponsored by
Muslim Students at 1:45 p.m
in W015D Student Union.
• Noon Prayer sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ at
12 p.m. in 321 Allyn Hall.
• "A Life-Study of the book
of Hebrews" a bible study sponsored by Life and Truth at
12p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• WWSU general meeting at
4 p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• The movie The Shining ,
sponsored by UAB, at 7 p.m. in
the Ratheskeller.
• Wright Outdoors Etc.
meeting at 7 p.m. in W169C
Student Union.

candidates named
By KATHERINE L.
GUTWEIN
News Writer
Positions for student government representatives from University Division and the School of
Professional Psychology will be
filled though elections at the end of
October.
"Representatives will be voting members of Wright State's student government and they are a
voice for their organization," said
Jason Lansdale, student elections
commission chair.
Lansdale is looking forward to
this election and the candidates arc
eager to get the jobs.
"We usually only have one or
two on the ballot for UD representative. With an aggressive plan anu
help from other groups we have
four this year, so I am very happy
about that." said lansdale.
The four women running for
the UD position are Shannon
Johnson. Erin Kidder. Gloria
Smucker, and Lissa Stapleton.
"I really want to get involved at
WSU. I think this will be a good
way to do that and to get to know
people." said Kidder, a freshman
mass communications major.
Stapleton, a first year middle
childhood education major, also
sees this as a way to be a part of
student life on campus and a way to
make a difference.
"I was involved with student
government in high school and I'm

good at this kind of thing. I enjoy
working with students and I want
to make positive changes. As freshman we need help understanding
what goes on here, sometimes we're
left floating around. I want to be
productive and let people know
what their options are." said
Stapleton.
"I am in my second year and as
a freshman was confused about
what UD was and how to choose a
major. I'd like to learn more and
then relate more back to the students in UD on what being there is
about," said Johnson, who is currently undecided about her major.
Smucker could not be reached
for comment.
Jcanninc Krupinski, a third year
clinical psychology major, is the
only candidate for SOPP representative and said her point is to integrate SOPP into WSU.
"I was co-president of SOPP
student government last year and
saw that we didn't really have representation with WSU last year.
We can be kind of isolated. I feel I
have a lot of insight on how we can
connect with the rest of the school
and open communication," said
Krupinski.
The elections will be held on
Wed. Oct. 28 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
in the Student Union Atrium andin
Allyn Hall lounge.
Only students who are in the
UD and SOPP are eligible to vote
for the representatives of the col-

Campus Crime
LARCENY/THEFT
Oct.12: A Huber Heights
resident repotted the theft of a
car stereo valued at $500 from a
car parked in Lot 4.
Oct.12: A Middle Point resident
reported the theft of a CD car
stereo valued at $400 from a car
in Lot 4.
Oct.13: A WSU employee
reported the theft of a WSU B
zone decal valued at $90 from a
car in Lot 11.
Oct 13: A Kettering resident
reported the theft of a digital
camera and lightboard valued at
$700 from the Student Union.
Oct.13: A Centerville resident
reported the theft of a car stereo
valued at $299 from a car parked
in Lot 4.
DRIVING UNDER
SUSPENSION
Oct.15: A Bond Hill resident

was arrested for Driving Under
Suspension on Service Road.
FIRE ALARMS
Oct.13: The Fairbom Fire
Department responded to a false
alarm at Hamilton Hall.
CRIMINAL DAMAGING
OcLl4: A WSU employee
reported damage to the WrightOne voucher machine in the
Student Union.
Oct.15: A Fairbom resident
reported the keying of a car in
Lot 4.
CRIMINAL TRESPASSING
Oct.13: A suspect was found
sleeping in a rcstroom in the
Creative Arts Center and issued
a warning for criminal
trespassing.
TELEPHONE
HARASSMENT
O c t l 2 : A Kettering resident
reported being harassed.
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Dininq services here and now
By JOSH COUTS
Assistant News Editor

—

m. .

An increase in prices in the
Faculty Otning room, a new coffee
cart vendor and S1.69 for a piece of
fruit arc the most obvious changes
in dining services for this year.
Hours of operation are almost
the same across campus as the
schedule from last year, with only
the Faculty Dining Room open a
halfhourlessthisyear. Prices across
campus stayed virtually the same,
with the exception of an increase in
price to $6.99 at the FDR and an
increase in individual fruit price
from $.80 last year to $1.69 this
year.
"The increase in pricing in the
Faculty Dining Room is because of
a change in format. It is now an allyou-can-eat format with the beverage now included in the price,"
Sodexho employee rings up student at Union Station
said Sam Walker, direc'or of Dining Services for Sodexho.
Another change besides the currently looking over a Food SerSodexho's policy dictates that
prices across campus on similar prices is that because of the depar- vice Master Plan Report conducted
ture
of Seattle East, Boston Stoker by the Baker group, an outside
items are supposed to be the same.
A pretzel at Union Station should is now operating a coffee cart in the consulting firm from Michigan.
The plan has not yet been formally
cost the same as a pretzel in Allyn university tunnels near the library. discussed by the University DinDining at Wright State will not
Hall. If students notice any differing Services Advisory Board, nor
be
the
same
for
students
next
fall.
ences in pricing, report them to
the University as a whole, but is
dining services and uie prices will The University Dining Services
Advisory Board and Sodexho arc expected to be a major topic of
be matched.

New International
Business Degree

-

—-—;—
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ing
ingtotohave
havetotodo
do longer
longerhours
hoursininthe
the
Bike shop." said Walker.
According to Walker, vegetarians are also being considered in
the future planning of Dining Services on this campus.
"The Student Union Dining
R(x>m will have a vegetarian item
everyday. Vegetarian items arc
available everyday now at Wright
Steak, 'Ihc Bike Shop and Allyn
are limited now, but we are looking
at expanding some items there.
"It is just such a wide gambit
with vegetarians. Some people eat
chicken, some don't, some want
vegan items, some don't. We try to
work with students and the Dining
Services Advisory Board to bring
in items that students are able to
partake in. We arc currently looking at vegan items pre-packaged in
the Depot for students to take home
and warm up." said Walker.
Overall. Walker wants the students to know that his door is always open for criticism or praise.
discussion throughout the year.
"Students need to know that we
"The only thing that isfirmis
that Allyn Hall should gooff line are here to serve them, and we have
to
do
everything in our power to
after spring quarter for construction. We are in the process now of give them the best quality of prodputting together other plans to be uct at the most reasonable price
able to feed the students in that area that they can get. Without the stuwhile Aliyn is offline. When Allyn dents, there is no need for us to be
shuts down, we are definitely go- here," said Walker.

Alcohol 101 offered at WSU
Students get "virtually drunk" with program

hours of international business
Champaign, will be presented on a characters so meeting them helps
By HEATHER M. BlSHARA
courses are required.
large computer screen in the Atrium you decide what decisions to make
"People shouldn't be daunted by News Editor
and will involve an interactive lava for them." said Sues.
Dayton businesses that have a the foreign language requirement."
Sues encourages students to
Wright Suite University stu- lamp named Norm.
global perspective can now turn to said Thompson.
•Thefirststop of the program is come to Alcohol 101 or any of the
dents
will
have
the
opportunity
to
Students also will need to perWright State for internationally exevents sponsored by Alcohol
perienced students. The College of form an internship with an interna- experience the new nationwide pro- a virtual bar at a party. You go back Awareness Week. Today is
Business Administration has added tional business. Since there arc gram Alcohol 101 as pan of Na- and forth from getting drinks to talk- Wellness Wednesday, information
International Business to the list of multiple internationally-based busi- tional Collegiate Alcohol Aware- ing to people hroughout the night at andresourceswill be available in
a party." said Sues.
majors offered to Wright State stu- nesses in the Dayton area, students ness Week.
Participants will play the game the Student Union Atrium from 1lhe program will be held at 12
do not have to leave the country to
dents.
p.m. in the Student Union Atrium. in groups of three or four. Ihe game 3 p.m.. and a program on alcohol
"It is part of the mission to inter- gain this experience.
"Our goal is to make people shows the participants' Blood Alco- and college students will be held in
This major was formed in connationalize the college," said Trad
Pine Hall ai 8:30 p.m. Mocktails
Thompson, assistant director, divi- junction with the Business and In- realize that there are a lot ofalcoholhol Content as the participants con- and mini-massages w ill be held
sion of community programs. "The ternational Education Graf!. This free events out there," sume and lets them choose what and from 5-7 p.m. in the I Ipper I learth
world is more independent now." grant is a part of a program that said Amy Sues, assistant director how fast you drink. It also allows Lounge following Alcohol 101.
The new major will provide co- promotes education and training that of Student Life. "Alcohol 101. students to encounter different real Programs are free and open to all.
op positions for Wright State stu- will contribute to the ability of busi- though the name may sound life scenarios such as date rape, driv- "Give it a chance. These prodents, and it will provide the oppor- nesses nationwide to grow in an preachy, is a fun game set up as an ing under the influence, car acci- grams have to do with decisions
tunity for new international busi- international economy. Ihc goal of interactive CD ROM. This will be dents. and alcohol abuse.
"The Reality Wall scenarios al- you make. Youhave choices." said
nesses to locate in the Dayton area. the grant is to internationalize I'se the highlight of National Alcohol low you todecidc what decisions the Sues.
According to Thompson, this community, internationalize the vi- Awareness Week."
For more information about
The Alcohol 101 program, game's characters make. With evwill "provide students with exper- sion witli the students, and to interwhich was developed at the Uni- ery decision there are three more events, call the office of Student
tise, knowledge, and experience." nationalize the mission.
"International Business is one of versity of Illinois Urbana- decisions to make. You meet the Life at 775-5570.
Core business courses, which are
standardrequirementsfor any busi- the means to achieve that objecContact Heather at
ness major, foreign language require-tive." said Jeff Meyer, director of
ments, and acultural studies require-international trade program.
x5538 with news
For more information about the
ment constitute the three areas of
this new major. Along with the core International Business major, conand story ideas!
business requirements, 30 credit tact Thompson (937) 775-2437.

By MICHAEL D. PITMAN
News Writer

We want NEWS!
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A possible answer to our parking problems?
By MATT DALEY
News Writer
Even after the parking forum, held
on Oct 14, few questions pertaining to
the parking problems at Wright State
University have been answered.
Robert Kretzer, director of Parking and Transportation, said. "We answered all the questions as honestly as
we could and to the best of our knowledge. But we know that some students
went away wanting more answers to
their problem."
Suggestions have been made to
alleviate the parking problem. The fust
is a parking garage. Davidson said that
there has been dialogue about the cost
effectiveness of a possible garage. The

peak iKHirs, or to come to campus at
least a half-hour early for class.
Davidson said that the peak parking
hours are from KM 1:30 a.m.
"There are lots of ways to handle it
(the problem). We could reduce the
number of classes at those times, or
shuttle more studcnts...we have various options." said Davidson. Faculty
also have problems, especially at certain buiklings. Davidson said, because
"students lake the faculty spots illePhoto by Jenn Smith 0 l l , h o u n d gally." '11K;commuters with A-passes.
parking is made, decisions will have to however, are the only ones with nonbe made on who gels to park where and oversold passes, and should always
have a spot
at what cost
Residents in the Woods, also have
AnotherpossiWesolution.aaonJing to Davidson, is for students to problems.
"Allresidentshave adequate parkeither schedule classes before or after
build a ga
rage or bus
more people
in from UH
20. here is
noadddxmai
land to build
parking on.
vml Kret/er
Onceadeci-

garage could be over or under ground,
and a possible location has not been
determined yet.
"We're at a position where if enrollment increases at all, we won't
have a choice. We'll either have to

ing, except those in the Woods. Ihere
simply aren't enough spaces for the
number ofstudents we have out there."
Davidson said. She also mentioned
that no spaces could be added to the
Woods, because of lack of space.
Woodsresidentsused to be allowed to
park in !x« 7. but commuters complained thatresidentswere "storing"
their cars there, so nowresidentscan
park there before 8 am. and alter 4
p.m., but not in between those hours,
according to Davidson.
While Parking andTransportation
has begun to address the problem,
obviously difficulties still exist too.
Address complaints or questions to
Parking and Traasportaiion at (937)
775-5690.

MATH • ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING • MECHANICAL ENGINEERING* BUSINESS ANALYSIS

TAKE TECHNOLOG
W h e n s o m e t h i n g is t o o e x t r e m e for w o r d s , it's t o t h e N t h d e p ' e e . A n d t h o t ' s t h e
level o f t e c h n o l o g y y o u ' l l experience a t R a y t h e o n
Raytheon has f o r m e d a n e w t e c h n o l o g i c a l s u p e r p o w e r - R a y t h e o n Systems
C o m p a n y , composed of four m a j o r t e c h n o l o g i c a l giants: Raytheon Electronic
S y s t e m s , R a y t h e o n E - S y s t e m s , R a y t h e o n Tt S y s t e m s a n d H u g h e s A i r c r a f t .
T h e n e w R a y t h e o n Systems C o m p a n y is d r i v i n g t e c h n o l o g y t o t h e l i m i t . A n d
w e ' r e l o o k i n g for e n g i n e e r s w h o w a n t t o p u s h the o n v e l o p e . Break n e w g r o u n d .
M a k e their m a r k .
At Raytheon, you'll take t e c h n o l o g y - a n d your c a r e e r - t o t h e h i g h e s t possible
level. You'll take it t o the N t h W e ' l l be visiting y o u r c a m p u s s o o n . C o n t a c t y o u r
c a r e e r p l a c e m e n t o f f i c e n o w t o schedule a n i n t e r v i e w , or check o u t o u r w e b s i t e
at w w w . r a y j o b s . c o m . If y o u are u n a b l e t o m e e t w i t h us, p l e a s e s e n d y o u r r e s u m e
to: Raytheon Resume Processing Center, P O Box 6 6 0 2 4 6 , M S - 2 0 1 , Dallas. TX 7 5 2 6 6
We h a v e m a n y exciting o p p o r t u n i t i e s a v a i l a b l e anrl w e w o u l d like to talk t o y o u .
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KETTERING, OK

s O U N D R li T I R \i M E N T

1 X VE ST 1 N

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS
EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELF
THROUGH RETIREMENT.

T

hink about supporting yourself'tor
twenty-five, thirty years or longer
> retirement. It might be the greatest
financial test you'll ever face. Fortunately.
i have one valuable asset in your
favor. Titr
Time to take advantage of tax deferral.
Time for your money to grow.
But starting early is key. Consider this:
Ifyou begin saving just S100 a month at
age thirty, you can accumulate $215,635"
by the time you reach age sixty-five.
Wait ten years and you'd need to set aside
$236 a month to reach the same goal.

T I A A - C R E F m a k e s it simple,
A l TIAA-CREF, we not onlv under|1(.j.,
possible-with lav-deferred
SRAs. IKA.s. mutual funds a diverse
record of personal service that spans
80 years.
Over 2 million people in education and
research are enrolled in Americas largest
retirement system. Find out how easy
it is to join. Call I 800 8-12-2776 and see
how simple it is to reach your goals with
time and TIAA-CREF on your side

over

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org
p | J'Jf
" •*r~r~
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NO LATE NIC;

E n s u r i n g the f u t u r e
f o r t h o s e w h o s h a p e it.

sar>. the College of Nmv;,
Health is holding a dinners
celebration on Nov. 7. The <
will be held from 6:30-1 iru
the Student Union Muial'ui
Room.
"Our plan is to hold this event
every live years, but t won t
neccessarily be the same each
time," said Millie Biggers. administrative secretary to the dean of
COHN. Thefirstevent was held at
the 20 year mark and was more of
an alumni reunion.
The CONH started in Sept. of
1973 as the Wright State University School of Nursing with an enrollment of 61 students. It was the
first Dayton-area baccalaureate
nursing program. Over the last 25
years, the school has grown and
now enrolls about 600 students.
The dinner/dance celebration
is open to the public, and the cost is
$28 per person. Admission includes dinner, dancing, and the
opportunity to participate in a silent auction. The entertainment
for the evening is Fourth Avenue,
an acapella group. The proceeds
will benefit the nursing scholarship fund.
Three alumni will be announced
as winners of the 1998 Alumni
Wall of Fame Awards at the gala.
The recipients are Victoria M. Bradley, Dorothy I.. Fiorino and
Deborah A. Mais. The first inductions were made during the 20th
anniversary festivities. These are
thefirstthree alumni inducted since
the 20th anniversary celebration.
The wall of fame recipients arcnominated by faculty and colleagues. The recipients are chosen
based on the following criteria: they
must be a graduate of WSU COl IN.
must have reached a level of excellence and achievement in the nursing or health-care profession, mtst
have demonstrated a positive impact on the community, and must
have demonstrated high personal
integrity and character.
Throughout this school year,
COHN will mark 25 years with a
total of three special events. The
first is the dinner/dancing gala, and
the second is a research svmnoI smm thai will take place f-Vn
g 26.1
In- third event wili be a
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PR a-plenty for WSU Midnight
Madness

which includes students of Wright Slate?
Midnight Madness was publicized
( ' n newspapers such as the
/ V | )
Fairborn Daily Herald, and the
I
front page of the Sports section
[
of The Dayton Daily News. It
V". i | r .
was also aired on all three
1
1 11 n
major television networks in
N f l | L | ^V
T f
| r l i the Dayton area. I f that were
^
\ y V o A A not enough, Midnight
Madness also had some
airtin.e on W X E G 103.9. Maybe i f he
would have opened his eyes and paid attention, he might have seen
A j B L w

I would like to respond to the letter in the Oct. 14 issue,
"Where is our midnight madness?" There are several
misunderstandings that I sec with this letter.
One of his main concerns was student attendance at
basketball games. I f he "knows someone close to the
program." he should also know that we had an overwhelming
response for student season tickets. In fact, we have over
4,200 student season ticket holders, which is well above our
normal student attendance for basketball games. Student
sections this year have increased from the normal three
sections to 11 sections. I f that's not more student interest in
Advertising Reps - Thomas Sweeney, Mike D. Raider roundball, 1 don't know what is!
Rather than help change things, some students would
Pitman
Staff Writers - Malt Daley, Katy Gutwein, Brandy rather complain about the situation. I f the writer was so
Hollon. Brian Joo. Chorjanet Lenzy, Angela
concerned about the lack of publicity, instead of taking the
Musick, Mike D. Pitman, Dan Stupp, John Watts
time and energy to publish something negative, why not take
Staff Photographers - Drew Hedleston, Jenn
the initiative to help out?
Smith
Flyers were posted on campus well over a week before
Technology Supervisor-Jason Sanders
Faculty Mentor - Jeff John
Midnight Madness. I know this for a fact because I was on
Student Media Coordinator - Gerry Petrak
main campus with my stapler at 11 p.m., posting flyers on
bulletin boards and in classrooms. I personally posted over
The Guardian is primed weekly during ihe 200 flyers between main campus and the Woods, promoting
regular school year. It is published by students of Midnight Madness.
Wright Slate University in Dayton. Ohm Editonals without bylines reflect the majority i pinion of
A n d i f this were not enough promotion for Midnight
the editorial hoard Views expressed in columns,
cartoons and advertisements are those of the writ- Madness, how about the publicity aimed at the general public.
ers. amsts and advertisers
The Guurdianreservesthe npht lo censor or
reject advertising copy in accordance with any
present or future advertising acceptanceralesestablished by The Guardian. A.i contents contained herein arc ihc express properly of The
Guardian Copynghl privileges rv .crt to the w riters. artists, and' photographers ot specific works
after publication The Guardian reserves the righi
torcpnntwtirks in future issues.

or heard the promotions.
There is an organization on campus called the Student Athletic
Promotions Board that he could have contacted to help get the
publicity out to the students. On behalf o f myself, my organization,
and probably Athletics, loo. Wright State needs all the student
support that we can get at all athletic games, not just men's
basketball.
The very last thing I would like to say is that I was at Midnight
Madness yelling like crazy for the Raiders and I hope you were too.
And, oh yeah, you can also find me at every home game supporting
the Raiders, selling raffle tickets courtside along with other members
of the Student Athletic Promotions Board.
Andrea Wulf

Senior. President of Student Athletic Promotions Board

Raider Voices

Q t99fl The Guardian

Letters to the Editor

Are you happy with food services on campus, and
should the university renew Sodexho's contract?

'The Guardian encourages letters to the
editor and commentary pieces from
students, faculty, administrators and
staff
•Letters should be typed, have the
writer's printed full name, address,
daytime phone and class standing (if
applicable)
•Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. on
the Friday proceeding the next issue
•Letters should be kept to 500 words or
fewer
• A l l letters are subject to editing for
space and content
•Letters which duplicate others may be
omitted
•When responding to another letter,
refer to the date and headline
•Quotes that cannot be confirmed w i l l
not be used
• E-mail to
s005ash@discover.wright.edu

Shawn Luedde
'Junior. Political Science

Kidthcrly Mason
Senior. Marketing/Urban Affairs

Andrea Coukejr
Senior. Communication

" I like the food service. The prices arc reasonable , compared to other campuses. I don't
eat here much because of the mall and everything being so close."

" I think the University should search out
other options. Sodexho has nice variety, but
they could add some more, like maybe Chinese food."

"Really, I don't know because I never eat
here. I live close, so I go home in order to
save money."

Guardian Phone Numbers
Advertising- 775-5537
Fax:775-5535
News: 775-5538
Editor In Chief - 775-5540
Sports / Features- 775-5536
MIVTID (W C j UCKUD fsrfl

Michelle Howell
Sophomore. Secondary Education
"I've had no problem with the food service
here, except for the huurs that they're available. And I've been here four years."

" I eat here everyday, and I'm pretty happy
with it. That way, I don't have to leave

" I ' m very happy with it. Without Taco Bell
this close, I wouldn't be able to survive."

campus."
Photos by Drew Hedleston
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Commentary

Food dis-service a disgrace

For $5.75, you could eat at Taco
Bell (off campus, of course) for a
week. Their service is below
By Sontino
appreciation. The selection is
Scrimizzi
limited, the food there seems to
be an afterthought, rather than
As a
something that is genuinely
child, I wasn't brought up to
created to satisfy a customer.
complain about things. But as a
Oh, dig this—one day, I
child, I also didn't have to pay
asked someone when they'd be
for anything. And it's only now
serving
Alfredo sauce again. The
that I am half out on my own and
realizing the value of a dollar that server said that they now have
cheddar cheese sauce as a
I feel it necessary to complain
substitute. Then she had the
when I am being cheated.
audacity to laugh at me when 1
I hate to be the one to say it,
expressed some trepidation about
but something needs to be said.
putting nacho cheese dip on
Sodexho is taking advantage of
their monopoly on food service. 1 spaghetti. Heathen.
Another common complaint
suppose it would only be fair
concerning the dining room is .
now to cite examples.
that
we
now have to bus our own
Here's some: Gnats. There
tables. For the killing Sodexho
arc gnats in the bagel bins in the
makes off their absurdly inflated
Student Union food hole. I
food prices, they should be able
checked it every day for a week,
to hire a fleet of underpaid
so it's not a fluke. How about
migrant
workers to clear off the
$ 1.29 for a pint of milk, when
tables in the dining hall, or scrub
that buys a gallon any where
the Rathskeller floor clean with
else? Or $.20 for butter?
Clorox and little toothbrushes.
Here's a kicker—one day, 1
When for only $1 more, we
got one of those tiny packets of
jelly (for a ridiculously additional could be eating at Old Country
Buffet, I'd say Sodcxho's
$.06,1 might add) and it was
performance could definitely
growing penicillin. I don't even
benefit from some competition.
want to imagine how long you
Maybe they'd actually clean the
have to keep sealed, refrigerated
Rat at night if they had to worry
packets of jelly around before
about their business going
they cultivate bacteria.
elsewhere.
How about $5.75 for a meal
The hours of operation for
at the Student Union dining hall?

letter to the editor

these joints is retarded. The
Bicycle Shop stays open long
enough for you to maybe think
about going. But if you're
walking from the Woods, they'll
be closed by the time you get
there. And I guess we're just
supposed to starve to death on
the weekends.
And just when you think it
can't get any worse, word has it
that Sodexho is in negotiations
for a ten-year contract. I don't
understand what the point of a
ten-year contract could be when
we'll all be dead soon; nobody
could possibly survive on their
food for more than a few months.
Maybe it's our own fault.
Maybe students aren't voicing
their opinions enough. Sodexho's
comment boxes should be
inundated with complaint cards.
Well, here's a little comment
for them...
I'm as disgusted by their
service as I am frustrated, but
both of those feelings are
overshadowed by pity on this
business that actually considers
itself a food service.

DENT
C

j

SODEXHO PRESENTS
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YOU'LL NEVER PUT CHEESE DIP ON YOUR PfiSTfl fiCfitNl

free-speech.com

I am wondering what is
going on in the little minds of
our athletic department. Like
many of you, I asked to receive
TWO free season tickets for
Raider basketball games. Just
last week, they sent me a letter
in the mail saying that I could

M

nirV
nn my
m v ONE
ONF. free
pick up

season
ticket. Let me educate the athletic
department on this one small
detail: this is still a commuter
school, and those of us who go to
the games bring friends or family
so we have someone to talk to
during the game. NobcJy wants

to go to a game alone. If the
athletic department had any
brains, they would realize that
students want tickets in pairs. I
once was a loyal Raider home
game attendee, but they can
have my ONE season ticket
back!
Erie I. Haunn, Economics

If you believe in being judgemental, then judge away!
I heard recently that the best
known Bible verse is Matthew
7:1. You don't know Matthew
7:1 by heart? Well, you probably
do. but just don't realize it. It is
evcr-increasingly used, as it was
in a recent article in The
Guardian, entitled "You have
your beliefs, I have mine," to
question the right of one person
to judge the behavior or beliefs
of another person. The writer of
the article was offended by the
placement of an anonymous note
on her car.
The writer calls upon this
popular verse, "Judge not, lest ye
be judged." People usually direct
this Biblical command toward

others who, claiming to follow
the Bible's teachings, make
judgements. For example, just
spend a short amount of time
outside when the "quad
preachers" visit Wright State (I
am not necessarily trying to
defend the methods of these
preachers, or, for that matter, the
person who placed the note on
the car). Or listen after someone
states his or her belief that
homosexuality is breaking God's
law. Or abortion. Or adulter. Or
lying. Or listen after someone
states that Christ is the only way
to attain righteousness. If you
listen, you will likely hear
Matthew 7:1 or a variation on it

like, "you can't judge me." or
"who arc you to say that this is
wrong" stated with defensive
zeal. You may even be the one
saying it. Since the Bible is being
used as the source of this idea, it
is there we must turn if we want
to understand it.
The people using these seem
to hold that the Bible is teaching
that no judgements should be
made about anything or anyone,
at anytime. That is what the verse
would appear to teach, when
stripped from its contcxt. But the
Bible does not teach that it is
wrong to make any judgements
at all, even if they are about a
person's beliefs, actions, or

behavior. The Bible does teach
that a hypocritical person has no
right to make such a judgement
before dealing with his own sin
(Matthew 7:1-5).
Christians arc called to judge
(or deem wrong) certain things,
not by their standards, but by
God's. However, it is God. and
only God. who will judge each
person on Judgement Day to
determine each individual's
eternal destiny. And it is a
Christian's calling to spread the
message that every person is a
sinner and deserves the
judgement and wrath that God
will pour out on those who are
never made righteous. Christians

must cling to the fact that there is
a right and wrong, and that
anything against God's word is
sinful. Without the message of
sin. there is no Christian message
of hope.
So the next time you think a
person is condemning you to
eternal punishment, remember
that only God can do that. But
the next time someone tells you
that God will judge your sin,
remember that they, as believers
in Christ, are commanded to
spread that message.
Nathan Esposito
Junior
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STUDENT
UPDATE
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GOVERNIV
BY KATHERINE L.
GUTWEIN
News Wr'ter
The prospect of Greek housing
at Wright State University was
addressed at Friday's Student
Government meeting.
Jared Raftery. student government president, announced that the
process to gel Greek housing is
moving quickly.
"We are in the stages of bringing in commitments from the sororities and fraternities to be a part
of the project. 'Hie decisions to join
or not should be made by January,"
said Raftery.
According to Raftery. the goal
of Gree^ housing is to renovate
Sycamore in Forest! ane and have
the first groups move in the fall of
1999.
"Student government is working with this because we are a support service to represent the Greeks
and general student interest," said
Raftery.

Sharper Pencils" campaign.
"Ilii* petition calls tor a pencil
sharpener in every classroom and
is headed by former SG president
Josh C'outs." said Koehn.
Koehn also removed his molion to stop SG funding of events
%\RLT.y?

many requests will he made." said
Koehn.
Mark Salter, director ol public
relations,reportedthat S( i now lias
an
e-mail
address
at

See "SG" p.17
The Dock
250 West Main Street
Enon, OH
864-5011
• Seafood • Steaks
• Pasta • Sandwiches

I?

Give mosri
something new
to brag about.
With 60 years of proven success getting students into
the schools of their choice, w^'re the chosen leader in
test prep. Just ask anyone wfio's taken Kaplan. They
can easily be found at a grad school near you.

PATIO BAR O P E N YEAR ROUND
(Serving Over 30 Different Beers, Wine, and Liquor!)

OCTOBER 98 SPECIALS

Monday through Thursday:
75e B u d L i g h t D r a f t
25c Dock W i n g s
E v e r y W e d n e s d a y t h r u O c t o b e r '98:
E n j o y All-You-Can-Eat C r a b L e g s - $ 1 4 . 9 5

Ff>ee uve memiNMm EVERY
WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY, * SfilURDAY

1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com

•Test names are registered trademarks ot their respective owners

The world leader in test^prep

Hours: Monday-Thursday 11 a m - 9 pm
Friday 11 am-10 pm
Saturday 4 pm - 1 0 p m

Conveniently

located 3 miles off 1-675 at the F.non exit
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SPOTLIGHT

Mocha Man to the rescue !
By KATHERINE GUTWEIN
Spotlight Writer

r

Good-bye Seattle, hello Boston. Boston Stoker coffee to be
exact, served with a smile and
some chatter on the side. No, this
is not a dream. It is now at Wright
State almost everyday in the tunnels by the library.
For those who haven't noticed, not only is there a new
brand being served on campus,
there's a new man behind the
Raider Wagon as well. Dave
Thornton, known commonly as
"Big Dave," began brewing here
last Wednesday.
"It's kind of funny. I worked
at a local bakery and got this job
because I knew the owner, Don
Dean. I've only been doing cof
fee for about three weeks, maybe
a month. I don't know if I should
say that though, someone might
be disappointed that I'm not an
expert," said Thornton.
He may not be an expert, but
for an amateur, he definitely
knows what he is doing.

"I must learn fast. From what
I understand I make the best coffee around here," said Thornton.
The customers back him up.
In only a week of business he has
developed some regulars. Art student Marc Shafford is among
them.
"It's Boston Stoker coffee,
what else can I say. It's fresh, I
like the fact that they roasl their
own beans," said Shafford.
Aside from the good coffee.
Shafford also points out that the
server is friendly.
"I hear that I'm more personable than the Seattle East people."
said Thornton.
The sentiment is shared by
English professor Adricnne
Cassel as she makes a quick coffee stop, and it is evidenced by
the banter of conversation between Big Dave and his customers and pa' sersby.
The personable atmosphere is
enhanced by the music that now
accompanies the coffee, a welcome change from the silence
that descended upon the Raider

'Big" Dave Thornton serving coffee to a thrirsty student
If you want to stop by and see
our new coffee man, "Big Dave,"
he should be there between 7:45
a.m. and 3 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
"If we're busy later, I'll stay
later. We want to make people
happy," said Thornton.
So, stop by and get a mocha, a

Wagon last year.
T ve started bringing my own
music to listen to. You might
hear classical or jazz in the morning, maybe the Smashing Pumpkins in the afternoon. I try to play
stuff that you won't hear on the
radio and you may not think to
play at home," said Thornton.

fresh drip coffee, a cappuccino
or a latte. The experience should
be a good one and the results
may surprise you.
"Don Dean says coffee makes
you smarter than you think you
are. Come sec me before each
class and get a cup. you never
know." said Thornton.

WSU Alumni Recital Residents offered a unique
opportunity with NRHH at WSU
By ANGELA MUSICK
Spotlight Writer

The Wright State University
Music Department will be host td"
an alumni recital Oct. 23 at 7:30
p.m. in the Recital Hall, Creative
Arts Center.
The musicians performing at
the recital are Bryon Dobbs (piano), Ann Hawthorne (flute), Elizabeth Graham (soprano), Kevin
Mulhall (guitar).
The musicians will be perform-

ing a variety of 20th century works,
including "Fantasia" and "Glitter
and be Gay" from "Candide."
AH four alumni perform with
The Janus Collective, a musical
group based out of Dayton that
covers various styles of 20th century music.
There is no admission fee to the
show.
For more information, call
Kathie Barbour. Administrative
Assitant to the department of music, at (937) 775-2787.

Left to Right: Kevin Mulhall, Elizabeth Graham,
Ann Hawthorn, and Brian Dobb.

By MATT DALEY
For The Guardian
Students have an opportunity
to be recognized through the National Residence Hall Honorary, a
national student organization devoted to recognizing residents who
go above and beyond the call of
being a student.
"We represent the top one percent of students who live on campus and commit themselves to
making life in resident halis better." said Karl Nichols, president
of the Michael J. Coakley (WSU)
Chapter of the NRHH. "We're a
recognition organization. We do
some programs, but basically, we
just recognize the contributions of
residents."
To qualify for membership in
the NRHH, students must be in
good standing with the university
(2.0 grade point average), must be
a current resident and have lived
on campus for at least one year.
They inusi also have shown a commitment to their organizations, and
an ability to go above and beyond

the call of duty as a resident, according to Nichols.
According to Nichols, the
NRHH recruits twodifferent ways.
"We see active people in the residence halls and ask if they'd like to
filI out an application. We also take
nominations," Nichols said.
The WSU chapter of the NRHH
is capable of having 23 members,
or one percent of the resident population at WSU. Right now, the
group has 14 members, because
nine graduated in June. Nichols
added that the NRHH usually inducts at the end of spring, but they
are beginning to induct after each
quarter. The NRHH just co-hosted
a retreat with the Residential Community Association.
"It was called the Resident
Community Weekend, and it was
for residents to get diversity training and leadership skills." Nichols
said. The retreat was held at Recreation Unlimited in Delaware. OH.
and was coordinated by WSU's
NRHH secretary. Amy Davis. "One
of the programs we did there was
i n The Bag'. In that, each person

gets a bag at the beginning of the
retreat for people to drop warm
fuzzics or notes into it. They can't
read the notes until the end of the
trip, though." said Nichols. "Another program was 'Close The
Circle.' That's a diversity program
to help the students find common
backgrounds."
NRHH also sponsors an "Of
the Months" program to recognize
students, community advisors, etc.
that stand out every month. NRHH
picks the WSU winners, who can
be recognized regionally.
There were 22 OTM winners
for the first month of this school
year, the most since 1991, when
Wright State had the national chapter of (he year. There is also a
regional conference coming in Nov.
in Philadelphia. WSU is sending
27 delegates, according toNichols.
The conference is for regional organizational business issues as well
as for learning and leadership. For
more information about the NRHH.
call Nichols at (937) 775-1502. or
the faculty advisor. Jeff Rhein. at
(937) 775-4209.
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Blues Explosion rocks again

S P O R T S B A R & GRILL
l i s t KAUTFNAN AVE
M
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sessions.
Other producers on "Acme"
were T Ray of Cypress Hill fame,
Dan Nakamura. Chris Shaw and
others including the omni-present
Steve Albini. Despite what many
critics think, deep inside everyone is a sixteen year old
blues prodigy, but deep down
inside Jon Spencer is a little,
old. black man named Mississippi Fred McDowell.
"Acme" was released on
Oct. 20. and a tour is planned
this for fall and winter.
JSBX is tentatively scheduled to play Bogart's in Cincinnati on Dec. 15.

Juii Off Th« VSU COTMUS . N«ar VPAFB •
FOOO • K.T* I an •»«. 10A&T1 • OBTOOO* mno •

Minimalist, blues-rock, on
steroids lies under the "Acme"
moniker.
MONDAY
FROM I TO 7
MantoyHfeFortbol
"Talk About the Blues" is
The Jon Spencer Blues
6nt Alitor Frtandt Far Happy Hour
m HAMBURGER I WAFT
SPtOAl
Explosion returned on Ocl. 20 the first single off of "Acme."
JJlW&klwav*i«m
with the release of "Acme." This song is JSBX's response
$100 WELL • ttOO VIM£ • StOO DRAFT onvocnrain
Please, do enter the world of to the critics claim that white
SUNDAY
men can't sing the blues. "I
the Blues Explosion.
«V WW want FOOtlAlL 6AMB ON 4
NIGHT
KKXBMltTVMOMTOM'
Jon Spencer is the growl- do not play the blues, I play
ing guide into the world of the rock and roll!" wails Jon
VELGM BACK VSU STUDENTS'
Blues Explosion. Behind him, Spencer.
Unlike previous albums, a wide
Russell Simins plays the
drums like he's at the bottom variety of producers were incorpoof a KFC bucket, while Judah rated on "Acme."
Andre Williams served as exBauer tears away at the guitar
as if he's performing preci- ecutive producer throughout the
sion brain surgery with a rusty six-studio tour JSBX embarked on
during their early 1998 recording
scythe.
This gives Jon Spenccr the
moment to take the James
Brown/Elvis Presley icons,
roll them around, sneer, and
spit out, "Blues Explosion.. .
Attack!"
Encompassing elements of
gospel, country, rock 'n' roll,
hip-hop, blues and soul,
"Acme" is the most exotic undertaking of the Blues Explosion.
JSBX built onto the basic
sound r :om Orange and Experimental Remixes with very
little acknowledgment of the
punk calling found in their
Need cash for clothes?
self-titled first album. "Extra
Need cash for textbooks? Need cash for school fees? Tburcday. 8&22 at?.80 pjLSl»w#red W
Width," and the predecessor
Need cash for supplies?
to "Acme."
"Now- I Got
Mday, 80.23* 10:38 ajn. Sponsored by
Worry," not lo mention Jon
Earn up to $225 a month by donaing potentially life-saving
Spencer's first band Pussy
Friday. Oct 23 at 7:00 un. Sooni wed by
plasma! Visit our friendly, modem center and find out more
Galore's punk/hate roots.
Saturday. 0ci24 at MO m SwrcsoredtarMediaOne'
about the opportunity to earn cash while helping others.
With every album, Jon
Spencer gels more and more
Saturday. Bel 24 at <30 »m. Sowuored iby
.
•»•«<
lucid.
As part of a Company research program, an experimental
"Acme" is a million years
Sunday. Oct. 25 at too p JO. Sponsored by f f 9 9 * 7 FM
test
will
be
performed
on
your
pl
a
sma
which
could
potentially
away in song composition, arbenefit plasma product recepients in the years to come!
Sunday. Oct 25 at 4-.3C pm Suonsored by $ * 2 2
rangement, harmony and lyrYour research participation is entirely voluntary; however, it
ics from Pussy Galore's first
CALL 278-4776 FOR MORE INFORMATION!
release, the EP "Feel Good
is required if you want to donate plasma.
Ticket ill c«s an $15.08, $tt5l t $151.
About Your Body," light years
T P FATS EATS 8nice
and90can b« Dwcbased al »• l&ra !•«
away.
'
™LVfcouNTS
- fiemtmasterM»It,ebamiIn
Spencer, however, still
TICKET DISCOUNTS 0(1aiM,|t937)22l-2323.«raoHu«t
bends the tone color to diswwwlicketraastirxim.ftpwtiw#1
torted places.
Guilt C w T for diltotinti
W* »peninonioWi»r»ce«dsii»tlb<.HB!
The dynamics of the Blues
ffOTV carfs coauiirUds.
Explosion trio is offset on
J When you bring this coupon J
"Acme" with thick, pounding, syncopated hip hop beats
("Lovin' Machine," "Do You
Wanna Get Heavy"), soul
backup vocalists ("Torture,"
Fill out the following info and drop it ofT at The
"Magical Colors"), and big voB l o - S e r v l c « e . Inc.
Guardian (W016 S.U.) for your chance to win tickets to
cal melodies. Not that this
Sesame Street Live. All entries must be in by Oct. 22
One c o u p o n p e r p e r s o n . N e w d o n o r s only.
compromises the minimalist
and 5pm. Winners will be contacted on Oct. 23.
Good t h r o u g h 1998.
power of the Blues Explosion.
165 E. H e l e n a St. RTA Bus 22
The extensive use of bass
NAME
Dayton, OH. 2234-1973
and hip-hop beats alone is eyeHours: Mon. - Fri. 6:30AM - 8PM
PHONE
opening for the Blues ExploSat. 1 0 A M - 2 P M
ADDRESS
sion who have been pushing
S u n . 9AM - 4PM
the dynamics of vocals, guiid rrooTofloeiJ addnw «i Socinl S.runly Numlir
tars and drums into new territory for the past eight years.

By FRANK SMITH
For The Guardian

This
month
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f o r b a c k to
school.
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A celebration of girl power

WRIGHT STATE
nons

By CHERJANET LENZY
Spotlight Writer

tice. ending punitive immigration A
and welfare poli- Bj

On Oct. 22. Wright State's
Women's Center and the Association for Women's Equality will participate in The Sixth Annual National Y oung Women's Day of Action .
The NYWDA, a grassroots
campaign organized by and for
young women, is an opportunity to
activate young women around a
reproductive rights agenda. Reproductive and sexual freedom is
put in the context of larger goals
such as racial and economic jus-

The agenda
also focuses on acccpting the right to ^
exist as lesbian, gay,
bisexual
and
transgendered
...
people, providing
accessible health
care, freedom
from violence and
quality education.
The NYWDA
commemorates the
death of Rosie

fll

Jimenez on Oct. 3.
1977.
Jimenez was
HMT'TI ihc first know young
I woman to die from
g & s l S y an illegal abortion after Congress passed
the Hyde Amendment
p
which denies women
| M R r > federal Medicaid
ggggilt
funding for abortions.
WKUpA
Jimenez was a
27-year-old MexicanAmcrican women who
] died in Mc Allen General Hos^
pital in Texas where she had
5> been brought following an illegal back-alley abortion.
She had contracted an infection that eventually led tohcr death.
According to Mcagan Cole.
Student Assistant at the Women's
Center, commemorating this day
is important because, "as a young
feminist, I think it signifies the
proactive mobilization of young
women."
In honor of the National
Young Women's Day of Action,
the Women' s Center and A WE will
bring director and producer. Sunny
Chapman to show the documentary, "Katy's Choice."
The film addresses false advertising by Women's "Health"
Clinics.
This film will be shown on
Oct. 22 at 7:30p.m. in the Women's
Center 060 Rikc.
For more information contact the Women's Center at (937)
775-4524.

KNOW YOU'RE OUT THEKfc
lurking in computer labs
and dorm rooms.
Think no one is listening

e s t u d e n t l e a g u o s
n o w
f o r m i n g !

3

r e c r e a t i o n a l a n d c o m p e t i t i v e l e a g u e s
w i t h friends... a n d m e e t "©vv o n e s
a n d t w o full-size I n d o o r s o c e e
fields
I c o m m o n s a r e a a n d upstairs l o u n g e

>r n o w !

C a l l

S T 8 - 7 2 7 0

You're wrong...
Send us your poor,
your tired,
your parking complaints
(in 59 words or less)
to freespeech.com at
s005ash@discover.wright.edu
We'll print your
e-mail words of wisdom
Op-Ed Section
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Let the battle of the sexes and the exes begin!
There's no getting by it this catc. Communication is the key to
logue is undeniably sharp and stabs
quest.
film is an all out assault on the getting anything done in the world,
LaBute's screenplay is harsh like a dagger.
These arc realistic situations sexes. However, unlike his first and if there is no communication
and mean, it is charming and witty,
film, LaBuie evens the stakes, between two people then what's to
Writer/director Neil I -rule's and sometimes, awfully hard to and people. By placing these people
in a vague setting the audience has women and men will fight equally become of us?
feature debut, the bold "In the Com- take.
Not unlike "In the Company of
Thefilmis written intelligently, a much harder time separating against one another, and sometimes
pany of Men" earned him the
against themselves. The truth lies Men." "Your Friends <& NeighFilmmaker's Trophy at last year's mixing the aforementioned quali- themselves from them. We are
bors"
is very similar to a car crash.
in
the
fact
that
both
men
and
women
prestigious Sundance Film Festi- ties seamlessly. It is just hard to them and they are a part of us. No
want sex. any way they can get it. It's just one of those things that you
val. This film followed the sexual digest what these people do to one matter how much wc might be disThe problem lies in exactly how to cannot help but look at. It's just
battle waged between men and another, how they speak to one gusted by the actions that lake place
get it. That is what these characters human nature, and that is what this
women not only in the workplace, another and what eventually will in the film, the bits and pieces that
struggle at. They can't eommuni- film is about.
but also in the realm of relation- become of one another. The dia- sit in all of us help to form them.
ships.
That is the type of film you
will be in for upon entering the
theater for his new. scathing film
"Your Friends & Neighbors."
The film follows six people
three men and three women. The
married couple Barry (Aaron
Eckar 1) and Mary (Amy
Brennemen)areexperiencing serious difficulty in bed. Mary doesn't
feel the intimacy is strong enough
between them, but truth of the matter is, Barry cannot sexually satisfy
Mary, he can only satisfy the one
he truly desires, himself.
Drama professor Jerry (Ben
Stiller) and his live-in girlfriend
Terri (Catherine Keener), an ad
writer, also are struggling in the
sack. His verbose ramblings during their lovemaking is driving her
up a wall, and her icy demean, r
doesn't help matters. Both are
eventually forced to look for the
arms of another to satisfy their
needs.
Artist assistant Chcri (Nastassja
Kinski) is just the person that Terri
needs. It is obviously a new experience, but more importantly.Cheri
is quiet while making love.
Cary (Jason Patric) is the most
misogynistically cold character in
the film.
He is a true womanizer, a man
who thinks of nothing more than
trying to hurt others. It seems as
though he onty looks out for and
loves himself.
This is a man who lacks any
form of compassion or heart. He
loves to see others fail before him
W E ' L L G I V E Y O U 6 T O 10 W E E K S .
and break down, because he sees
himself as an incapable failure. A
This ma\ not seem like ninth time to prove xou're capable of being a leader. Hut if you're
sexual encounter with a woman is
loiwh. man ami determined, a Jew week s anil a lot of hard work could make sou an Off icer of
a conquest.
Marines Officer Candidates School (OCSl is where you'll -jet the chance to prove you've got
We arc never told his profeswhat it takes to lead a life o] excitement, full of challenge, full of honor Anyone can v/v they've
sion in the film (it would only be
got .chat it lakes to be a leader, we'll give you a Jew weeks to prove it Guaranteed aviation
fitting if he were a gynecologist),
By BRIAN JOO
Spotlight Writer

all we see are scenes of him in a
white physician's coat while drop
kicking a plastic baby model across
the room like a football.
The acting in the film is superb,
but only one actor truly shines.
Patric (co-producer) is brilliant as
the cold-blooded Cary. a man constantly laying in wait, ready to
strike, on his next potential eon-

MARINE

OFFICER

It'you think you can handle this crash course in management, call Captain Camel
Barncsat I 80033X-074I ore-mail www.osocincbC^aol.com

r
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Men's soccer loses to Butler, topples Detroit 4-1

First place Bulldogs too much, but Raiders still enjoying great season
By Dan Stupp
Sports Writer
In a battle for Midwestern Collegiate Conference supremacy,
Butler defeated Wright State 3-0 to
remain undefeated in league play.
The Raiders kept the game close
in the first half, but in the second
half, B utler pulled away after scoring a goal off a direct kick in the
51" minute. There appeared to be
a handball by Butler before the
direct kick was awarded, but it was
not called and the goal gave Butler
a 1-0 lead.
After Butler's first goal the
Raiders seemed to be totally deflated. Butler seemed to get to
every ball quicker than Wright
State, and the Bulldogs took advantage of this by scoring two more
goals before the final whistle blew.
Pan of the frustration for Wright
State came from the officiating.
After playing Butler even in the
first half, the Raiders' Marco
Elcock and Brian Syska were both
ejected after receiving red cards

for what seemed to be minor infractions.
Playing against the 11-2 Butler
Bulldogs seemed like a tough task
coming into the game, but facing
them minus two players is almost
impossible. Butler proved why
they are ranked IS* nationally and
5-0 in the MCC with the win over
Wright State.
After the debacle against Butler on Friday evening, the Raiders
were forced to put that game behind them and focus on another
MCC opponent on Saturday with
Detroit visiting Wright State.
The Raiders seemed to have no
problem forgetting Friday's game
against Butler by bouncing back
with a strong 4-1 victory over the
Titans.
Chris Koeppe opened up the
scoring for the Raiders with a goal
28 minutes into the game and was
followed by two goals by Adam
Joyce and one goal by freshman
Seuii Murphy.
For the record, All-MCC senior goalkeeper Dan Cwiklik, was

removed against Detroit ending
hopes for his 24th career shutout.
Willi a 3-1 record in the MCC,
Wright State now needs one more
win in the conference to guarantee
a winning record in the league.
With three games against MCC
opponents left in the season this
seems to be within reach.
The Raiders will be in action on
Oct. 22 at Western Kentucky before returning home to face MCC
opponent Illinois-Chicago on Oct
25 in Wright State's last home game
of the regular season.
If the Raiders beat UIC. they
should however wrap up at least
one more home game in the MCC
tournament.

UP NEXT:
at WESTERN KY
OCT. 22
vs. UIC
OCT. 25
The Raiders are in second place in the MCC

Volleyball splits a pair of home matches
By JOHN WATTS
Sports Writer

Thevolleyball team endured a pair of tough defeats.
Photo by Mail* Mowrey

If you are the New York Yankees with two fames at home, you
expect to take them both, lfyouarc
the Wright Stale women's volleyball team, both would be nice, but
a split is noi loo disappointing.
The difference: Hie Yankees
arc trying to win a World Scries,
while the Raiders arc struggling to
improve in a lough conference.
In the comfy confines of Mcl.in
Gymnasium, 229 fans watched the
Raiders charge into battle with divisional opponent Butler University. The Raiders, as they have all
year, gave a gallant effort only to
come up short on this occasion.
Erica Busch had a standout
performance with 26 kills and 22
digs, leading the Raiders in both
categories. Behind Busch was
Carrie Monnes with her 16 kills.
Joanna Downie also made a large
contribution with 14.
Despite the resounding response from numerous players in a
tough match, the Raiders fell in
four games. (15-11. 17-15, 14-16,

15-12) The loss dropped the Raiders to 2-4 in the MCC conference.
The next day in the same building. the motivated Raiders showed
up much to the dismay of Belmont.
As we have seen before, on
Saturday the Raiders showed up to
win and win big. The Raiders, who
allowed eight points combined <n
the match, steamrolled through
Belmont in three straight games.
Angi Nunnelley led the Raiders
wiih five kills. Not only does a win
like this build confidence, but it
also gives everyone an opportunity to prove their skills.
On this occasion a large portion
of the team contributed, including
Carmen Mann with three kills. Kelli
Fisher with two. Tosha Johnson
with two. Tara Trissci with one.
and I i/.a Osterhage with one. The
quick contest upped the women's
record to 7-13 (15-2.15-2,15-4).
This upcoming weekend features the Raiders at home against
Illinois Chicago at 7 p.m. on Oct.
23.
Saturday will bring I.oyola to
Mcl.in at 2 p.m.
Admission is free as always.

Tennis
teams
impressive
The Wright State women'stennis team had another impressive
showing at the MCC Flighted
Tournament Oct. 10in Detroit.The
Raiders were led by freshman
Gloria Muntero who won tlie number two singles bracket.
Another freshman. Melissa
Dunham-Freer, teamed up with
Montero to capture first place in
the number two doubles bracket.
Following die trip to Detroit,
the Raiders traveled to Tennessee
to compete in three separate
matches. First up was Belmont
and WSU pa-vailed 6-3. Next on
the agenda was Austin Peay and
once again the Raiders emerged
victorious with a 6-3 score. Finally. Wright State toppled IUPUI
5-0 to push their record to 10-1 on
the season.
Other Raiders that have looked
impressive include: Leslie
Marcum, Angali Mathur. Molly
SEE "TENNIS" PAC.E 15
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Injury ends goalie's career
Senior Amy Toms ends her standout career
at Wright Statewith 273 saves

Women's soccer
endures a pair of
tough defeats

and do a tremendous job for the
When asked how she was copteam. Our team has such depth that ing with the injury. Toms said. "1
the loss of any one player would told the team that I would give my By BRANDY HOLLON
The livansville game was simiWright Slate senior goalkeeper not make the entire team fall apart." right toe to be able to play for the Sports Writer
lar to the battle against Butler acAmy Toms is out for the remainder Toms finished this season with rest of the season, but it is imposcording to Rodgers.
of the season with a tear in the ACI. 47 saves and has an impressive sible." Toms is schedule for surThe Wright Stale women's soc"Again we gave up an early
career total of 273 saves.
of herrightknee.
gery on her left knee this week and cer team fell to Butler. 2-1 on Oct. goal and were never able to get
Toms is as busy off the soccer again for surgery on herrightknee 15 and livansville, 1-0 on Oct. 18. back into the game."
Toms has been a member of the
WSU women's soccer team for field as she was on.
around Christmas.
"We gave up an early goal in
The loss to the Aces from
She is a senior communications
three years. Ironically, before the
The Wright State women'ssoc- thefirsthalf and then were able to Hvansvillebrought the Raiders
1998 season began, Toms tore the major maintaining a 3.8 grade point cer team will truly miss the skill as answer with a goal of our own in record to 5-7-1 on the season.
average. She plans to graduate in well as the personality of this ter- the second half, scored by sophoACL in her left knee.
The women still have an MCC
She underwent rehabilitation March (following winter quarter) rific athlete.
more forward Amy Teetor. Unfor- championship on their minds.
for four and a half weeks and was and she is also planning a wedding
tunately we were not able to pull Tournamnt play begins Nov. 4
able to begin this season with a for March 27.
through at the end when the game
The Raiders will be in action on
Toms is the president of the
brace on her knee.
was tight against Butler." said I lead Friday. Oct. 23 at Michigan State
"I knew there was a 40 percent Athletic Council and is currently
Coach Scott Rodgers.
(time to be announced) and again
chance that I would re-injure my still working with the goalies on
The Bulldogs scored a late goal on Sunday. Oct. 25 when the Raidleft knee and not be able to finish the team.
and the Raiders could never quite ers host Ohio University at 3 p.m.
"Amy is a fun person to be
the season, but 1 never imagined
recover
that I would sustain the same in- around and coach. She always
jury to myrightknee", said Toms. comes to play and is a terrific leader
When asked how the team on and off thefield.We ire defiwould be effected by her absence nitely going to miss her as a person
Toms commented. "We have two as well as a player." said Head
goalies that will be able to step in Coach Scott Rodgers.
By BRANDY HOLLON
Sports Write.

1 )iscover w here your career
can grow with Fifth Third

Fifth Third Bank is consistently amngtoetopperforming
banks m the county Salomon Brothers gave us the »1 spot in its
Amu#Performance Ranking for the f i t conseo*h« year
/Varwa/WvWMsgaw* named us fieri bank among the
count's 100 largestfinancialinstrtutkns tv« years in a row.
Our success can be atlribute^ to J* dedfcadon and service
provided by the eaelent employees ol RRh Third Bank. Wte are
cirently seeki
ng individuals *.:u will continue this trend ct
existence1 Many positions may be 8vaiable right in yc» own
neighborhood. We're lortingta dedicated, hart woriang
IndftiduaStof i the Mowing opportunities:

We're Nationally

Customer Service Bapi nmutathes
(Men)

Ranked#1
Banking Center Managers

Oetermned ntfjiduals possessing a high school dptoma or
We are seekng individuals wilh management e*>erience In the
equivalent combination ol education arefor experience, with
financial industries. and a prwen track record in business
sfroogmafli skills, saies experience, and excellent customer
development and sales, and strong customer relations experience
service skis, are encouragedtobecome either Whtme or part
time CSRs at locations throughout the Oayton and Springfield liuccessfol Barking Center Managers must possess a Bachelor's
areas Part time positions have set schedules of 20-25 hot*s perdegree or equ ivalent combnaflon ol education and/or experience
relatedtothefinancialandretailmdustries; a minimum of Ihree years
of hankmg/retai experience; and a minimum of one year ol experence
Residential Mortgage Loan Originator as a manager ol a branch/department Sales andtendingexperience is
strongly preferred.
(Outside)
Seeking experienced salespersontosolicit first mortgages
througn contacts with realtors, builders, developers and otters.
The incumbent will nterview loan appfcants, determine
acceptable risk, anatyze pertinent financial arc! credit data.
Previous RWVA mortgage loan and/or Real Estate experience
strongly preferred. Base salary plus commission.

net*

Securities Representatives

Fifth Bird Securities. Inc. a subsidiary ol Fifth Third Bank, s seeking
proven, successful individuals with two or mere years ol securities
sales experience wUh ar enthusiastic focus on me customer. A broad
knowledge of investment and annuity products and a demonstrated
commitmenttoethical behavx* are essential
Successful candidates will possess a professional image,
self-confidence. personal motivation. a strong and sincere personally
aid must hold NASD Series 7 & 63 Ufe and Health Insurance licenses,
fcr consderaflon. please maB or'ax a resume
to the RWilWnl tak R«cna*« Dipt, FMft TIM Cart*

Nedlcaf
Nursing
Book F a | r
•••••

In partnership with our publishers,
we are offering a special

20% discount
on all their publications!
Multimedia, too!
Special orders and oui-of-stock
titles induced!

"S*

3 Days Only
Wednesday, October 28
Thursday, October 29
Friday. October 30

110 IMata St, tann, OB«5«H, Attrita
xamrtx^tzsi.
5
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Fifth Third Bank
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Five Important Facts About Alcohol

9

As many as 360,000 of the nation's undergrads will die from
alcohol-related causes while in school, which is more than the
number who will receive their master's or Fh.Ds combined.

"TENNIS" continued
from page i

Klinker. Molly Davis and Miliary
Shanteau.
Charlie Painter, the head coach
(Source: Harvard School of Public Health, Binee Drinkine on American College
of the women's tennis team, has put
Ki, 1995)
together an outstanding program durNinety percent of all reported campus rapes occur when
ing his career at Wright State.
n'rohol is used by the assailant or the victim. {Source.- Erenberg and This season will mark the eighth
consecutive winning season for the
Hacker. IMS: CalL 1997)
Raiders and with all the young talent
There is a direct link between the average number of drinks
the Raiders have compiled, there are
grade point average. ^
The more drinks,
per week
- the lower no plans of slowing down.
The women close out their fall
The Core Institute at Southern ttinois University. Alcohol and
the GPA.
schedule with a trip to Xavier on
M Campuses. 1991)
Drugs on Ait
Oct 22.
Matches will brgin at 3:30 p.m.
[leant factor in more tfcjan 25 pferceftt of all
Alcohol i
The men's tennis team, coached
college dro| Uts e a c h y e a r i n t h e U i i . (Spurce: F.rtnbtrgand Hacker,
by Herb Foster, is also enjoying a
Last CalL
fantastic season.
The Raiders defeated Xavier 5-2
I c ^ y m f i i O i d D U a result of
About 4001
on Oct. 14 to push their record to a
alcohol-relj I c r a s h e s . (Source: Ohio Department of Public Safety, Crash
perfect 5-0.
Facts. 1996)
Darius Prier, Veasna Tith, Warren Gavin, Chad Camper and Eric
•18-24 is National Collegiate Alcohol

e
o
o
0

v;
Awareness Week.
Remember: MAJORITY RULES - Most
students are making healthy choices.

For more info, call Student Life at X5570.

Welcome back students!

Isihda all emerged victorious in
singles play against the Musketeers.
The tandum of Tith and Derek
Steinberg along with Prier and
Sean Velie won in doubles
matches.
The men's tennis team will
next travel to Austin Peay University for three separate contests
on Oct. 23 and 24. WSU will
tangle with Eastern Illinois. Westem Kentucky and the host team.
The Raiders will wrap up their
fall schedule with a trip to Michigan State for the Rolex Regionals
on Nov. 5.
Both the men's and women's
tennis teams play a full schedule
in the springs along with a few
indoor matches in the winter.

Can anyone stop the
Raiders on the hardcourts?
Our tennis teams are a
combined 15-1 this year.

WANTED
CARGO HANDLERS
SSSEMERH

mRumoE

If yea art a team piayer and like to work in a very fast-weed environment with
advancement opportunities.
Ihen we want you!
Emery is hiring Cargo Handlers for our hub at the Dayton International Airport
Employees will work i minimum of 4 hours during the 3* shift, Monday mg.it
through Saturday morning :iarting between midnight and 1:0G am.
Start your semester offrightand make Kinko's yourresource,day or night, for great
products and services, like black & white copies and in-store computer rental.
• Presentation materials
• Full-color copies
i Resume services

4C BLACK & WHITE COPIES •
tt IWMI 0*lt»
«t tt* of fimhna and may nrt
i M of
l m « p«t c futw*
v»M at *>'
Mart tocrttom Coupon mtmn
by Im to CJth

DAYTON

2646 Colonel Glenn Hwy. • 429-2585

kinko's

AAC325 I

9/30/98

• Internet Access
• Digital color output directly from
your disk to our color printers

89C FULL-COLOR COPIES
n< t* p m w n nvmodrh* puntmo and W «* «•» -W* oVw crfWn
""•» »•«« a OM erf pMlm *4 moi net bo

DAYTON

2646 Colonel Glenn Hwy. *429-2585

kinko's

MOST STORES OPEN 24 M0UBS. 7 DAYS A WEEK

Ycu must have reliable transponatin a valid Ohio driver's license and be able
to lift 70lbs.
• Starting pay i> $8.00,lir (with the opportunity io nach SI0.15.1ir. in a year) anJ
you receive medical, denial, and vision benefits after three months for you and
your dependents.
Tuition reimbursement (7>% of books and tuition, up to $l250/ycar), paid
vacation, sick time, uniforms and more.
Fcr more information please call 264-6000 between the hours of 8:30 am and 4:30
pm.
htjual Opportunity Employer
M/FV
' /D

I
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Top% Of i l g in the
That is i!ic ouesiion Vikio.es
head coach. Dennis (jrcen uas 10
answer when >i,irter Brad Johnson
gets hack from injury
I totally agree thai a starter
should not be replaced when he
gets hurt, but when your team is
dominating opponents every week,
why would you take out the mar
thai keeps you in the games.
Cunningham has proven that
he deserves to stay in as quarterback. but Johnson has not proven
that he should relinquish the top
spot on the depth chart. Johnson is
one heck of a quarterback and the
Vikings think so as well - he is in
his second year of afive-yearcontract extension signed last year.
People are saying that pulling
Cunningham would disrupt team
chemistry, but I disagree. The entire team knows that Johnson is the
number one quarterback, unless he
falters in his return to the field.

CSflC

shouldn't be in when he is off the
disabled list. Simply put. Rand iii
if Cunningham falters in the
next couple games, then there is no
doubt thai Johnson will be the man.
If the Vikings are undeteaied when
Johnson
returns
and/or
Cunningham is just as hot. keep
Randall in.
Best in the NPC vs. Best in the
AFC: That would be the Vikings
against the Denver Broncos.
Offensively, the only difference
is the shift of power. The Vikes
have the triple threat of CrisCarter,
Randy Moss and Jake Reed and the
Broncos have Terrell Davis.
Now the Broncos have exceptional receivers. Rod Smith, fid
McCaffrey and Shannon Sharpe
all lead their team in receiving. But
that is all the Broncos have. John
Elway and the other Bronco qijar-

;ini! <ric
quarterhave l urowr
44 passes to
other
The distrib u 11 o n
clearly favors the Vikings.
On the
defensive
side of the
ball, who would
dominate. Well that
depends who is on of-

O!

JOS?

the Broncoscan exploit the wean.".
secondary o! the Vikings (which
would he expected), tnen it would
he a close game But if the V ikings
can stop tiie run, they can concentrate more on defending the pass.
Despite the secondary being the
Davis. if the weakest pan of the Vikings learn, ii
defensive line isn't that weak. I "hey have only
forces the Bron- allowed 103 points in six games.
:os to run Davis That is an average of 17.1 ppg and
more and more. the offense averages 34.5 ppg,
„ then he wi!l wear
I am not saying that the Vikings
8 himself down, will roll through the post season
j Then they have and win the Super Bowl hands
to pass.
down. I'm not even saying they'll
In the second- goundefeated But if you compare
ary, the Broncos the two best teams in the league
have the edge.. against each other, the Vikings have
0
1%
They have 20 inter- the edge and a great combination
ceptions to the Vi- of experience and youth. My
kings
12.
but predicition in a dream Super Bowl:
Cunningham has not Vikings 27, Broncos 24.
been intercepted this season. I am sure that he will get

INSTANT CREDIT

Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
Up To $10,000 Within Days!

&

'
^

N o CREDIT, N O JOB, N O PARENT SIGNER, N O SECURITY DEPOSIT!

no credit • bad credit • no income?
If You Think You
Can t Get A Credit
Card, Think Again.

Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
ORDER F O R M
7"T~^ O f
B Jtlvlj •

1

want Credit Cards immediately. GUARANTEED APPROVAL
CRA, PO Box 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321

Name
Address . .

Zip.

City

Signature..

i.

• •••

Tired of Being Turned Down?

I
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$$ EARN EXTRA MONEY $$

ANNOUNCING A GRADUATION SERVICES EVENT

We're looking for men and women to deliver the new telephone
directories from Cincinnati Bell.
• Work in your area • Work full or part-time •
• Ciet paid upon completion of each route •
To qualify, you must be IX or older, have a valid driver's license
and social security card, and have an insure vehicle.
To apply, call Monday through Friday, Hani - 4pm.

GET SQUARED AWAY

1-800-979-7978

ALTERNATIVE
TOP 20
with Angi and The Bad Guy
Take care of all your
graduation needs at once.
DECEMBER GRADUATES
O r d e r y o u r cap and gown,
personalized a n n o u n c e m e n t s , and
W r i g h t State University Class Ring

October 21 and 2 2 from 10:00am-7:00pm

Listen To Win...Free
Movie & Concert Tickets Each Week

MONDA YS @ 2P

W S U Bookstore ^ )S IT"\S

Mob Mondays

"SG" continued
from p.8
wsu_sg@hotmail.com.
"Some students may feel intimidated by stopping in the SG
office or maybe they don't have
lime. This way they can share concerns and not worry about that."
said Salter.
SG meetings are held every
Friday at 5 p.m. and usually are
held in EI57 Student Union. The
Oct. 23 meeting will be held in
169B and (' Student Union. Call
SG at 775-5508 with questions.
The Guardian would like to
apologize for misspelling President
and Mrs. Goldenbcrg's last name in
the Oct. 14 issue.
We would also like to mention
that President Goldenberg's
innauguration will be held on Nov.
20, in the Ervin J. NutterCenter. The
ceremony will begin promjxly at 1
p.m.
A gala celebration will be held
on Nov. 21 in the Student Union
Multipurpose Room starting at 6:30
p.m. For more information contact
Tory Milco at Conferences and
Events at (937) 775-5512

!!FREE!!
Every Monday at WSU's
Rat from 7pm to 11pm

Current experiments schedule:

Oct 16 - The Komandos,
Universal Dialect,
Blank Description,
Dj Tommy Boy

Free hi-tech nnisical/arl experiments conducted for your entertainment and safety
k ___

^

.

__

Nov-9 Dj Contest
(if you Dj sign up Now!!
Nov-9 Brian the Greek,
Leonard SuwuUki
1

-JSH Too Dons productions WWi N U W
Flione: 19371879-0147

e-mail:toodons@!iatiiiail.com
Wanna play?

"" '

weDDage:www.qeoci|ies.yoin/sunsets(fs»^i^c^tane/)|tpg

I

V

*•

ntoM/toum weoNtsoA ocrooeR 21. wan

CLASSIFIEDS

FREE Cl> HOLDERS. T-SIIIRTS
PREPAID PHONE CARDS
EARN MOW) PART-TIME
ON CAMPUS. 11 SI t AM
either MWIoi I III or S.n

OK
INRESPONSIBIM. MOTIVATED
PEOPLE W! Ill HIGH ATTENTION ri>
DEiAlE. ADI.ETOEOI l o w

DIRECTIONS AND i.EARN

Bob Evans in Fairborn has
openings, llinne Pi'/I'l <in
Kiuhen Prep. Server.. Bu.cr
Tankers tor AM & I'M shifts
include 4t)IK. P ud Vacation
Plan, (iift Certificate Bonusr .. A Medic
.% I Vntal insurance Apply it 2646 Col
he Nutter
Glenn Highway.»

Cancun * Nassau * Janu
Acapulco * Bahamas Ci
South Padre I ravel I reslash! lop reps are otfc
•r deli

SPRINGBRE.AK
Florida, Jamaica. South Padre,
us. Etc. Best Hotels. Parties.
Pnc Book Early and Save!! l-iun
Money * Trips! Campus Reps!
Organizations Wanted Call Inter
Campus Programs 1-800 327-6013
icpt c

SPRING BREAK "99
CANCUN & BAHAMAS: SIGN UP
NOW AND GET FKEE
MKAI.S/DRINKS! II.ORIDA.
JAMAICA. AND SOUT H PADRE
AVAII.ABEE! SEEL TRIPS AND
TRAVEL EREE! CA1.E EOR I'REE
BROCHURE 1(888)777 4642
Spring Break Travel was I of 6 small
businesses in the USrecognizedby the
Council of Better Business Bureaus for
ouLstanding ethics in the marketplace!
spnngbteakuavel.com 1-800-678-6386.

Private Medical Practice
Low Fees-Prompt Appointments
WOMEN'S MED CENTER 293-3917
www gynpages com/medplus

Early Spring Break Specials! Bahamas
Party I'raise! 6 Days S279! includes
Most Meals! Awesome Beaches.
Nightlife! Departs from Honda!
springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386.

(JO WRIGHT STATE

ABORTION Al.TERNATIYKS
Call 276 5400 (Dayton) or 426-4238
(Beavercreek) for compassionate choices.

•

I'MIVF.RSITV RAIDERS!

EXTRA 25 WORDS $I.IH»
I) minutes from
from campus. Co

MAKE EASY MONEY! GOON
SPRINti BREAK FOR F"REE! US

,-IOpn

A Very Special Assignment
looking tor an enthusiastic person who is
warm. dependable. and energetic. to work
I-on-1 with a 4-year old Autistic child.
This program is based on Applied
Behavior Analysis (ABA) and the skillful
use of positive reinforcement. Individual
must be committed to work for 6-9
months Training will be provided
Potential for Academic Credit (Special
Education and/or Psychology! Part-time
evening & weekend hours (6-12 houtN per
week! taking place in our Kettering
home. If you want to work in a unique
andrewardingcapacity as a member of
our child's special team, call (937) 2969472 for more information.

IS I 25 WORDS
•NON-.SH DEM $5.im
•STl DENT
$2.00
FREE RENT
exchange for 4

1442 .1

QUICKI.Y EI.EXIBI.E HOURS.
GOOD PAY. BIM-I IIS DROP
RESUMES TO AUDIO. !nC 2f.l6
COI ONE] CilJ.N IIWY

r« nsviij n i»»>ci IT.K » y i

spnngbreaktiavel com I

Si.uoo's WKEKI.V::
Stufl envelopes at home for S.' (XI eai
plus great bonuses. Work 171 oi IVI
Make at least $WX> a week, gu.tr.mtee
Free Supplies. Noexperience neccss.li
stall right away For flee details, sen
one stamp to N-190. 12021 Witshii

oh located 1/4 mil.- fiom WSl:

THE GUARDIAN

\l l I-900-407-77K2. EX1.

CALL 775-5537

TMARRON WOODS. WAEK IO
"AMI'US l AKING APPLICATIONS
«>W FOR W1MT R'SPRINU
)l IAREERS. 2/3-STORY
rOWNIIOUSES I-1RF.PI.ACE.S Al l
Al1 •IJANCES FURNISHED. CAI.I.
I 355 IOR DEI All SI >N VARH )l
H)R PLANS/RATE.S

GOOD
WEEKLY
INCOME

v

WAEK r o CAMPUS. CORNER UNIT
TOWNHOUSE:. NEW CARPET.
EARGE YARD. I"WO BEDROOM.
WASHER/DRYER. E1REPEACE. ONE
YEAR I .EASE. $790 & UP BASED ON
GROUP SIZE. 320 1355

T-T

mi

SI2S
FUNDRAISER
Credit Card fundraiser for student
organizations You've seen other
groups doing it. now it's your turn.
One week is all it takes NO gimmicks.
NO tricks. NO obligation. Call for
information today. 1 -800-932-0528 x 65.
www ocinconcepls.com
Callisto Educational Support Programs
need volunteers to tutor Dayton Area
elemenuiryS:secondary students.Tutonng
is conducted at churches and schools in
the Dayton Area Subjects needed: All
levels of Math&Science.linglish.History/
Social Studies.Spamsh. and French. For
moi information, call 937-643-0227.

Resetted by R e y n o l d s & R e y n o l d anri..-y
Dayton
L i g h t OHJG

processing mail (or
national company! Free
supplies, postage! No selling! Bonuses! Start immediately! Genuine opportunity!
5
Please rush Long SelfAddressed Starred Envelope to
MPC, SUITE 391
2045 MIZlon Rd
MORROW, GA 30260

SPRING BREAK
cancon-datfiaica^ahamds

'3 n

5

y s i

ITM

%

irVjjnkS iVPw

%fw

, [ 1 8 0 0 234 7007
BODY SHOCK

0

Qngenioua... OklttinQ... Q-forrifoiHQ'^^Vwk

137 N. Broad St.
Fairborn. OH 45324
(937) 879-2867

>

DRACULA
O c t o b e r 2 9 - N o y e m b e r 1, 1 9 9 8

_ _ F r i d a y , October 5()th- Special-Midnight
Performance!
WHIOTV^)
AT THE VICTOKi A yTHEATKE i
DAYTON B A L L E T ^ " *
A l l U •
I
SON MEOIASPONSOR
AdditionalI Ooponsorsnip
h'
NFA EI N hi.Ai'.sinr
)MI>ON f llM
Fl t >KY

Call

449-5060

DAYTO^J

I ) AN i O N P A i n N E W S
KI YBANK

w

Sterile, Professional
Custom, Freehand
FEMALE ARTIST/
PRIVACY AVAILABLE
EXOTIC BODY PIERCING
& BRANDING
MINUTES FROM WSU
Hours:
Mon. - Thurs. 4 - 1 0 PM
F r i . - S a t . 1 - 1 0 PM
Sun. 1 - 4 PM

Friendly & Informative

I

"I
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Celestial Certainties

C R O S S W O R D
37 Pulton 38 Onlana
and
dnffodilt
40 E n u n g l c
4 2 N o t i n ih<
pink:
4 3 F a t h e r ©i

1 f> • _ T o w n '
20 Adlai's
rival
2 I C o u p tor
D e e p Bli
22 Mr*.
r>uvici

Chlnn
4 8 "All for -

13 C a u s e
Mini*
Tunic
r.iutaii
14 Put to
13 H a p p y hour quaff
17 F r w h
18 TwUight
19 Oold
finger?
21 Scrooge
24 Sushi

26 Did
30 Hosiery
•hade
3 1 Meal for
Dracula
32 Altar
affirmative
33 Oscarnight prop
33 Ridar

t r e n d
tailons
34 Recede
35 Interfere
37 Feaihery
accessory
38 Resumes
39 A r m H o n e
40 Dandling
locale
41 U.M. veto
maybe
44 A P
TVt

mn
L _ _ _ l KJVTO«C«»tt>

"

WU.BE-

fmwrtHcusawttcotM
KSta- ramwaoM
wnwtwntioow. J

First Year Students!
The 1998-1999

Student Handbooks SPRING
Qmiw®w. mt
are available in the

Office cf Student Life
W034 Student Union
Please pick up between 8:30-5:00, M-F.
For more info, call X5570

mxw
wes THAM
•W5 Cf&z&M f00» OH
IHWCKgltOH!

UEft JUST focus cwwa
5 e W IHttSCRglW-.

By C J . S s u t e r O c t . 22 - 27
Scorpio Oct.23
Nov.22 Family lime is a
must for you this week. With Orion tearing up
y o u r H o u s e of F a m i l y , g r u d g e s a n d
misunderstandings will have the tendency to
mess up harmony between you and your loved
ones. Be willing to forgive and forget past
transgressions made to you by those close.
Sagittarius Nov. 2} - Dec. 21 This week will
be a rather normal week for you. With all the
stars behaving normally in your realm, take
this tune to correct past mistakes and problems
as well as to catch up on your homework that
you have been seriously avoiding.
C a p r i c o r n Dec. 22 - Jan 19 I have just three
words to say. Party, party, and party. The past
couple of weeks have been hard for you. Well,
this week with all the lovely stars making a
debut in your House of leisure you can work
hard on not working hard. Try not to throw
c a u t i o n to t h e wind t h o u g h , s e r i o u s
repercussions might come if you do.
A q u a r i u s Jan 20 - Feb 18 The lime for you
to stand up and get what you deserve will be
coming this week. With Mars entering your
House of Rights and Privileges, you will soon
realize that things will definitely be looking
up for in all areas.
Pisces Feb. 19 Mar 20 Tempers will be
flaring for you this week. Mercury will be
showing up in your wheel starting on Thursday.
Remember that throwing temper tantnin are
not always the biggest tum-on. The stars are
hinting that Oight illness might be effecting
you. Bundle up and cat soup this week.
Aries Mar. 21 - Apr 19 Seems like a word to
thewisewillbenecessaryforyou. WithMars.
Venus, and Mercury flirting with each other in
your House of Love, your eye might be
wandering and your libido might be flanng.
Try to k e e p your pants on this week.
T a u r u s Apr. 20 May 20 Mercury is making
an appearance with Venus this week in your
House of Despair. Try no to get too depressed
about anything. Things will appear gloomy
for you this week, but as our friend Monty
Python always says: look on the bright side of
life. Things will soon get better.
G e m i n i May 21 - Jun 20 Many great
opportunities will be coming our way this
week. Mercury is rising into our wheel, and
our jobs, schools, and relationships will take a
turn for the better. One small problems seems
to exists, however, because money problems
will seem to triple.
C a n c e r Jun 2l-Jul22
Things arc beginning
to settle down for you. With your wheel
turning in your normal direction again and
Venus back in your life, lake this lime to relax,
catch up. and begin a new friendship.
I M Jul 23 - Aug 22 Saturn will be rocking
' y o u r world this week, and you will soon find
a sudden urge to make yourself seen and
heard. The best way to influence others to get
what you want is not through thunder, but
through being m e. Be ready for an interesting
person to enter your life...
Virgo ,4ii? 23 - Sep 22 Be wary of inosc that
are Leo this week, they will cause you
unwanted problems and worry. On the other
hand, with Venus absent from your sign, it is
time to have a deep conversation regarding
the person that you have had your eye on
lately. Good things will come from it.
Libra Sep. 23 Oct. 22 An unseen letdown
will be coming up for you this week. Now thai
we arc no longer all under the influence of
your sign, it is time to let the air from your sails
go. and return to normal life.

Answers to
King Crossword

T^OCk Climbing Workshop
V<c v°
.V>C<V

W169
Special Speaker
All the Way From
Red River Gorge KY
Jim Provost
I or mine info call 775-5X15
or contact Andrea Bales (a VVSU
Office of Campus Recreation
E009 Student Union

N

w-VV.
f\f<
s

E-Mail: OUTDooR(i7)wright.cdll

A D A P T E D A T r i X E T I C CJ

J if T i l AM L/i'.AL SP D l l T i
ACUI 8-BaIl Tournament
Wednesday, Oct. 21
7-10pm in SU Billiards Room
Register between 6:30 and 7:00pm that night

10/24/98
1:00pm
Quad Rugby vs. Columbus
Nutter Center McLin #4

Costume Bowling
Friday, Oct. 30 9-11pm at Beaver-Vu Bowling Alley
Register between 8:30 and 9:00pm

10/31/98
8:00am
Wheelchair Basketball
at Edinboro Tournament
Edinboro, PA

Wiffleball Tournament
Saturday, Nov. 7 10am-4pm at the Nutter Center
Entries due by 11/5/98

For more info on intramural sports call Eric Corbitt at 775-5825 and for more information on adapted athletics,
contact Andrew Corbett at 775-5817 or stop by the Office of Campus Recrration at E009 of the Student Union
fo' rrore info, contact
f

, /yo-riv, c.vrx-n •
-I-- Recr'-a: r
$0 ,
77|5-.Sfli.V --

•

ai
•7/jV-
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organizational
Wednesday, October 28, 1998
6*00 p.m.
E157BSU
For mote itifpriraiicn ,:cnrac! Andre>y_gprbott
in CanpuS ^bctpaiicn E0CS SU or cali r^SrSSIS
try corlactira .oef: Simmert at 23E-508G

ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING

